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the a-6 was known to the germans by the name, dora, and was a major part of the luftwaffe's defence capability during the early years of the war. the a-6 intruder is a twin-engined medium-sized dive bomber with a high rate of climb. the design was well suited to the german navy's requirement for a deep-diving dive bomber. the six a-6 aircraft produced in 1963
were employed as weapons systems testbeds, and as trainers. this ai package includes a total of eight a-6 intruder models. a-6 aircraft are modelled in 4 periods (gold, light grey, light grey/white, grey/white) and 2 versions (single-engined, twin-engined). included are 6 base colours for all 8 aircraft, each with a set of 4 standard camouflage patterns and a set of 4
accent colours. 6 paint schemes are provided for each period and version. all aircraft are modelled with a slap with 24 textures. a-6 intruders with the grey and white us navy paint scheme are provided. this ai package features the grumman a-6 intruder, an american carrier-based twin engine attack aircraft that was in service with the us navy and us marine corps
between 1963 and 1997. it was used extensively in the vietnam and gulf wars. included are a set of 5 models for the earlier grey and white us navy paint scheme and another set of 5 for the later two-tone grey scheme. the later aircraft feature the tram ball under the nose and slime lights. both sets of models include a land-based wing fold option. there are also 2
further carrier-based models for each of the two periods. no scenery or flight plans are included. there are 10 paints for each of 4 us navy units. a separate package is available for fs9
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